CASE STUDY
M80 UPGRADE
SITUATION
Road and traffic authority VicRoads has completed
the first stage of the M80 Ring Road Tulla Sydney
Alliance (TSA) Upgrade Project. The $2.25 billion
M80 Upgrade created extra lanes, improved
interchange layouts, and installed an electronic
freeway management system to improve safety
and reduce travel times on the Ring Road.
The Ring Road carries up to 142,000 vehicles per
day, including more than 22,000 trucks. As one
of the state’s busiest major arterials, VicRoads
considered ongoing maintenance needs when
choosing products and designing the upgrade.

“A challenge of the M80 Upgrade is to build a road
that can withstand increasing volumes of traffic
and heavier vehicles, as well as consider ongoing
maintenance and whole - of - life costs,” says
Bill Sibahi, Network Integration Manager, M80
Upgrade, VicRoads.
In order to achieve these aims, VicRoads
successfully used optioneering to meet challenges
on the M80 Ring Road Upgrade. Optioneering
is the collaborative process of identifying new
approaches to traditional problems, usually at the
design or pre-design phase.

PROBLEM
Problems with Side Entry (SEP) Concrete Lids
In the development phase of the M80 Ring Road, Metro North West
(MNW) identified three major failings of standard concrete pit lids over
side entry pits (SEP); high rates of failure, high risk of injury, and high
costs of maintenance. Such failings in the VicRoads network usually
occurred under truck wheel loadings at intersections, surrounding fills,
and on the edge of the road where heavy vehicles pull off. In other urban
roads, these failings usually occur at intersections, roundabouts, and
industrial driveways.
The consequences of these failings are extensive, and include:
•

Higher frequency of breakages. Concrete lids originally used on the
M80 were based on old VicRoads standard with a Class A rating of
60kN, and – under truck loads – will break on average at five-year
intervals.

•

More breakages equals more replacements, and more replacements
means more costs associated with removing broken lids and
installing new ones.

•

Heavy lids also increase costs as they are more difficult to open,
inspect, and maintain. The time required – as well as the team
and equipment – can easily blow out maintenance budgets and
dramatically affect traffic management plans.
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•

Heavy lids put workers at greater risk of manual handling injuries, with concrete covers
weighing in excess of 100kg.

Manual handling of heavy concrete lids injuries carry a huge economic and personal cost
under Occupational Health & Safety (OHS). To illustrate how significant the OHS problem of
concrete pit lids is, take note of the following facts:
•

Labourers are the group with the highest rate of serious workers compensation claims
in Australia.

•

Workers handling concrete lids work in construction which has industry claim rates
substantially above the national average

•

Manual handling claims for concrete services employees are double the industry rate

•

41% of all compensation claims are for manual handling injuries

•

The median time away from work is four weeks

•

The median payment for serious claims is $58001

NEED
To tackle the problems that were identified
when concrete pit lids are installed, VicRoads
set up a Network Integration team, whose
responsibilities included whole-of-life solutions
for the freeway and consistency along the M80
corridor; including the Tulla Sydney Alliance
(TSA) Section.
“Using an optioneering approach, the team
considered capital and operational costs,
accessibility and safety of maintenance works,
and the impact of maintenance on drivers using
the M80 Ring Road to decide on the right option
for each scenario,” says the M80 Integration
Manager.
Traditional ductile iron lids were considered as
an alternative as they are stronger than concrete,
however they still suffer the same weight and
handling issues, and are seriously affected by
corrosion. As a result, they are costly to supply,
install, inspect, and maintain.

Compendium of Workers’ Compensation
Statistics Australia 2007 – 08 (January 2010)
By observing the success of Terra Firma
composite-fibreglass lids in local council roads,
MNW recommended the use of composite
products as a third alternative to meet the
challenges presented by both concrete and
ductile iron.
Terra Firma’s pit lids are extremely lightweight,
and far exceed concrete and ductile iron covers
in durability and strength. However, at the time
of the M80 design phase (2009), Terra Firma only
had a B-Class composite cover. These unique
fibreglass covers used in local government
roads needed to be of a higher specification
for freeways. Recognising the potential of this
innovative design, the project asked Terra Firma
to develop a composite pit lid that could cope
with the heavier traffic on a freeway and comply
with the specified performance of C-Class
access covers.
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SOLUTION
“We produced the Terra Firma C 150 pit lid
which highly exceeded product requirements for
strength and durability. The C 150 composite
pit lid addresses issues faced with concrete
models including breakages, OHS problems,
and ongoing costs. The pit lid is lightweight,
has a considerably longer life span, and
reduces whole-of-life costs,” says Ashley Reid,
Managing Director, Terra Firma Industries.
The product has been considered as one of the
few innovations of the TSA project that satisfied
VicRoads’ KRAs. Since 2010, there have been 110
C-150 (1000 x 750mm) Terra Firma composite
fibreglass pit lids installed on the M80. A further
70 lids are to be installed on the Edgars-Plenty
Road sections.
These C-Class lids have a high strength-toweight ratio, and weighing in at a quarter of the
weight of concrete drastically reduce OHS risks.
Being lightweight means they are easy and quick
to install, and can be safely and quickly opened
by a single operator when it comes to access for
maintenance and inspection.

They are built with the durability to withstand freeway
traffic, and are NATA tested to AS:3996 Class C. They
have been destructive load tested to 193.4kN, which
far exceeds the standards of 150kN, and have a
minimum life expectancy of 20 years.

SOLUTION
M80 TSA KRAs/KPIs
Given the scale of the M80 upgrade, and the
innovative nature of some of the products used
on the freeway, VicRoads set up an extensive
review program to track the success of the
upgrade, and the return on investment to specific
areas.
VicRoads assigned 11 KRAs (Key Result Areas)
to the project review, and they were:

• Environment and Urban
design;
• Sustainability;
• Quality;
• Traffic Operations;
• Stakeholder Relations;
• Functionality
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Schedule;
Safety;
Network Integration;
Value for Money;
People;
Legacy.

According to the February 2013 monthly report
on KRA and KPI (Key Performance Indicators)
progress, TSA scored 88 (outstanding) for the
KRA of Functionality and Integration. The score
is based on four KPIs; throughputs, integration
with other major assets, reduced maintenance
and operation costs, and improve safety for
maintenance and operation. Terra Firma lids
were considered for all these KPIs and received
a result of ‘outstanding’ for each category.
Other areas where Terra Firma composite pit lids
scored ‘outstanding’ include Environment and
Urban Design, Sustainability, Quality, and Traffic
Operations.

PHYSICAL LIFE
Due to the low load bearing rating (A-Class) of
conventional concrete covers, the average life for
concrete lids under M80 Project has been estimated
at 10 years, while Terra Firma composite fibreglass
lids have an average life expectancy of 20 years.
The physical life of the product is intended to
reflect the actual working life of the product, based
on its load rating and performance according to
Australian standards (AS:3996). Some concrete
lids will last significantly longer than 10 years;
mainly if they have not come into contact with
heavy vehicles.

However, many concrete lids fail early in their life
due to traffic mounting the kerb. This has been
evident in the high levels of failures at intersections,
and on the edge of the road where heavy vehicles
pull off. In other urban areas, these failings usually
occur at intersections, roundabouts, and industrial
driveways. Other failures can be caused during
installation, opening, or replacements (as heavy
lids are often dropped), and in areas with high rates
of vandalism. Terra Firma lids have been in the field
for 20 years, with failure rates remaining almost
non-existent.

CAPITAL COSTS AND SAVINGS
Cheap lids aren’t that cheap! While the
purchase cost for one Terra Firma lid ($395)
was more than a concrete lid ($250), the
overall saving from installing composite
fibreglass was substantial. After taking
many factors into consideration (view
Appendix A for the breakdown), the capital
cost (assuming 20 year capital cost for each
Terra Firma lid) is less than 64% ($1,277
for concrete vs $813 for Terra Firma) of a
respective concrete pit lid. This gives a total
capital cost saving for the M80 Project of
$71,719 to date.

Figure 1: Capital cost
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MAINTENANCE COSTS
A significant benefit of the installation of Terra Firma composite
fibreglass lids is the reduction in costs to open, inspect, and
maintain the lids on the M80. Maintenance costs include labour,
equipment, and traffic management costs. After taking many
factors into consideration (view Appendix B for the breakdown),
the savings were in excess of $522,988 for all lids installed on
the M80. The single unit cost for maintenance of concrete is
about 2.5 times as expensive ($4,776 for concrete vs $1,870 per
Terra Firma lid).

Feedback from the M80 team suggested
that, “Maintenance areas speak highly
of Terra Firma in regards to durability,
weight, OHS, and whole-of-life savings
as far exceeding concrete, and as they
are the eventual owner of the asset,
we are happy to finance the extra cost
based on whole-of-life savings.”

Figure 2: Long-term (20 year) maintenance costs

WHOLE-OF-LIFE COSTS
The whole-of-life costs for a typical 20-year period include capital and ongoing maintenance costs. The
whole-of-life cost for 180 concrete lids used to date for the M80 Project is $1,089,599, compared to just
$494,892 for 180 Terra Firma lids. Therefore, the whole-of-life saving on Terra Firma lids in the M80 project
is over $594,707.
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OHS AND OTHER INTANGIBLE COSTS RATING
Occupational Health and Safety (OHS)
benefits are difficult to estimate. However,
a qualitative assessment rating of both
concrete and Terra Firma have been
conducted, analysing the feedback and
with the aid of historical observations.
Respondents who worked on the M80
upgrade were asked to rate concrete and
Terra Firma C-Class composite fibreglass
lids on a number of factors (such as OHS,
weight, durability, etc). They were to rank
each application from one to five, with one
being poor and five being excellent.
The feedback from the M80 team speaks
for itself, with 85% of participants rating
Terra Firma composite fibreglass lids as
excellent, and 57% of respondents rating
concrete as poor for the overall category
of OHS.
In regards to weight, the fact that Terra
Firma lids are 25% lighter (25kg vs 100kg+
for concrete) is where the real benefit will
be felt by workers. During our feedback
from the TSA Stakeholders Survey, 85%
of participants rated Terra Firma C-Class
covers as excellent, while 71% rated
concrete covers as poor.
Terra Firma composite fibreglass pit lids
go further than just being lightweight. The
way that the lids are lifted is significantly
safer than traditional methods of lifting
concrete covers. The lifters weigh only
500 grams, compared to traditional
lifters which can add more than 5 kilos
to the weight that workers are lifting.
Additionally, the angle to lift lids has been
through rigorous development to ensure
that it is at a level which reduces the risk of
injury to users. Terra Firma has developed
a key which is ergonomically designed for
safe opening, access, and closing of lids.

When it comes to intangible benefits that might not be visible
from the outset, feedback from the M80 team suggested that,
“installation of Terra Firma covers are easier to adjust to the
correct height and cross fall required before setting. Large
concrete covers require more work to adjust levels with the
added issues of lifting the cover into place.” It is also vital to
take the time that workers are on the road into consideration.
Given the highspeed environment of a freeway such as the
M80, workers need to install, inspect and maintain lids as
quickly as possible. For every 10 minutes workers are on the
road, the risk of injury increases 3.5 times. Terra Firma’s lids
are twice as fast to maintain, reducing the exposure to risk for
workers.
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SUSTAINABILITY
Terra Firma pit lids incorporate sustainable
manufacturing for environmentally-friendly pit
lids. The manufacturing process requires only a
low level of heat; far more sustainable than the
production of cast iron and concrete covers. The
fact that the lids are far lighter than concrete
means that there is less energy required to
transport, distribute, and install the lids.
Because Terra Firma’s pit lids are longer lasting,
there are fewer breakages than traditional
concrete covers. Hence, fewer lids are used, fewer
lids are manufactured, and there are less carbon
emissions; reducing the overall carbon footprint.
This ensures that authorities are replacing less
broken pits, and reduces their overall whole-oflife cost.

Looking forwards
Terra Firma has been excited by the opportunity
to innovate and work with a leading authority
such as VicRoads. The product has continuously
evolved to meet further demands of quality,
sustainability, durability, environment, and safety.
If you’d like to take advantage of innovation and
reap the returns on investment on your future
projects contact Terra Firma today on (03) 9357
1230, info@tfpl.com.au, or visit our website at
www.terrafirmapitlids.com for more information.
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APPENDICES
Appendix A – Whole-of-life costs

•

Heavy weight concrete lids would require a
lifting truck and one licensed operator with
two labourers, whereas lightweight Terra
Firma lids would only require two labourers
with no trucks

•

Traffic Management per pit installation:
M80 Traffic management for lid installation
carried out mostly in association with other
road works. Assuming 6 concrete lids and
12 Terra Firma lids installed per day, traffic
management cost per concrete lid installation
is estimated at $200 and $100 per Terra Firma
lid installation

•

Surrounding filling and finishing costs during
installation are assumed $100 per Terra Firma
lid and $50 per concrete pit lid

The whole-of-life costs include capital and
ongoing maintenance costs.
The table below illustrates the PV of M80 capital
cost and savings for concrete lids and Terra Firma
lids assuming 20 years asset life, considering;
•

Purchase cost at site for each Terra Firma pit
lid was $395 against $250 for concrete lid

•

Labour plus lifting truck hire cost for
installation of each Terra Firma pit lid was
estimated $75.00 against $183.00 for
concrete lid

•

It is assumed that per day, 6 concrete lids can
be installed compared to 12 Terra Firma lids.

Table 1: Capital cost- PV of concrete and Terra Firma pit lid and savings
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APPENDICES
Appendix B – Maintenance costs

•

Occasionally, a single pit may require
emergency inspection on a freeway where
traffic management is very expensive –
this has not been considered in the model.
Assuming 6 concrete lids and 12 Terra
Firma lids regular maintenance per day,
traffic management cost per concrete lid
maintenance is $200 versus $100 per Terra
Firma lid.

•

The table below illustrates the PV of M80
Maintenance cost and savings for concrete
lids and Terra Firma lids assuming 20 years
asset life,

The maintenance costs include labour, equipment,
and traffic management costs for inspection
access and regular maintenance.
•

Labour plus lifting truck hire cost total for
inspection andregular maintenance of each

•

Terra Firma pit lid was estimated $75.00
against $183.00 for each concrete lid

•

Traffic Management per pit inspection/
maintenance: M80 Traffic management for lid
inspection/maintenance can be carried out
mostly in association with other road works.

Table 2: Maintenance costs - PV of concrete and Terra Firma pit lid and savings

